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“This Ambition Which Haunts Me Every Moment”: The Multifaceted Career of Peter Hurd 

N.B This is the final version of the essay before catalogue formatting.  

 

In a 1929 letter to his fiancé, Henriette Wyeth, Peter Hurd ruminated about his departure 

from Pennsylvania to return to his native New Mexico the previous year. A student of 

Henriette’s father, N.C. Wyeth, since 1924, Hurd had become engaged to the illustrator’s eldest 

daughter in 1927, and appeared set to become a permanent member of the family. His painting 

had also become as entwined with the Wyeth circle as his personal life, with his illustrations 

emulating his mentor’s work, and his landscapes and portraits taking inspiration from the Chadds 

Ford region. Yet he identified strongly with New Mexico and believed that resettling there was 

crucial to his trajectory as an artist, writing that “My existence at Chadds Ford so delicious to 

remember was too parasitic…Then I reflect that to ever realize that dream of mine, which is to 

become one of the American Painters, I must know this my homeland in its every mood and 

prismatic variation. Only thru this can I attain to this ambition that haunts me every moment”1 

Hurd’s declaration reads like a personal manifesto, reflecting his youthful determination to set 

himself apart not only from the Wyeths, but from all of his artistic peers. In hindsight, his 

assertion fittingly anticipates his career as an artist whose name remains synonymous with 

southeastern New Mexico, the creator of egg tempera paintings, watercolors, murals, and 

lithographs encapsulating this region’s arid beauty.  

Yet this bold pronouncement is only part of this emotionally charged letter. In the 

previous sentence, Hurd considers the possibility of remaining in the Northeast, admitting that 

“Sometimes I think a degree of happiness could be found in living over the Delaware somewhere 

where I would be near your family but not dependent on their ready generosity.”2 Hurd’s 
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correspondence as a whole also underscores his profound reliance on Henriette’s companionship 

as presented through her own letters, declaring, “I half believe they hold within themselves my 

mortal life.”3 Hurd’s writing articulates both his strong passions and his intersecting, often 

conflicting interests. While resettling in New Mexico offered a greater likelihood of establishing 

an artistic presence independent of the Wyeths, his overwhelming desire to be with Henriette, as 

well as his awareness of the professional benefits of remaining affiliated with the Wyeth circle, 

encouraged him to consider remaining in the Northeast. Although he ultimately settled out west, 

letters such as this one reveal the myriad uncertainties surrounding this decision.  

Hurd’s oscillation between relocating to New Mexico and staying near Chadds Ford as 

presented in this letter anticipates his multifaceted career as an artist and illustrator. While 

recognized today as one of New Mexico’s definitive twentieth-century painters, his oeuvre 

extends far beyond the Southwest. He painted medieval romances, World War II pilots, and 

more over the course of his nearly fifty-year career. As one of the most widely traveled artists in 

the extended Wyeth family, Hurd ventured across the world on his illustration assignments, 

visiting Africa, England, the Middle East, and other places. He exhibited his work in New York 

and other East Coast galleries, and some of his most crucial artistic developments first occurred 

in Pennsylvania. With the exception of his World War II materials, however, Hurd’s activity 

outside New Mexico bears a minimal presence on his legacy today, a lacuna resulting in part 

from his own self-fashioning as an artist. If his teacher, N.C. Wyeth, felt trapped by his 

reputation as an illustrator, Hurd ensured the opposite outcome through his painting, writing, and 

publicized lifestyle. By presenting himself as an artist inexorably linked to the people and places 

of New Mexico, he could embrace the influences of the Wyeth circle while establishing a distinct 

creative identity.  
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Hurd was born and raised in Roswell, located in the southeast corner of New Mexico, 

about 200 miles south of Santa Fe and Albuquerque. Founded in the late 1860s, Roswell had a 

topography more akin to the open plains of west Texas than the mountainous regions of northern 

New Mexico. With its population increasing from approximately 2,000 to more than 6,000 by 

1910, it was one of New Mexico’s largest and fastest-growing communities in the early 

twentieth century, second only to Albuquerque in terms of size.4 A ranching and agricultural 

community, Roswell was also home to the New Mexico Military Institute (NMMI), founded in 

1891 as the only state-supported military college located in the western United States. Roswell 

became an important site for the petroleum industry in the 1920s, and during the 1930s it served 

as the research site for pioneering rocketeer Robert H. Goddard, one of the first scientists to 

experiment with liquid-fuel propulsion. 5 What Roswell did not have was an artistic scene 

comparable to Santa Fe or Taos; that would develop later in the twentieth century.6 

Hurd was the eldest of two children. Named after his father, Harold, he had been called 

Pete since childhood, legally changing his name to Peter in 1929.7 His younger brother, William, 

would grow up to work in the Texas petroleum industry. Hurd’s parents were both recent 

transplants to New Mexico. His mother, Lucy Knight, had lived in Georgia and Ohio, while his 

father had relocated to New Mexico from Boston for health reasons, following a term of service 

in the Spanish-American War. After working in Albuquerque for a year, Harold Hurd moved to 

Roswell and became an attorney specializing in land and water rights.8 As a child, Peter would 

spend the summers with his father’s relatives in Boston, becoming particularly close with his 

aunt Susan. By the time he became acquainted with the Wyeth family in the 1920s, the Northeast 

was not an unfamiliar place to him.9  
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Hurd’s later memoirs describe a childhood and adolescence steeped in the environs of 

New Mexico. In an unfinished autobiography, he mentions his earliest memory being the 

springtime winds “that rattled the window panes and sifted fine sand under the sills to be caught 

there by wet towels rolled lengthwise on window sills and under doors.”10 He grew up in what 

was locally regarded as one of Roswell’s more refined houses, a property that included twenty 

acres to accommodate a small dairy and alfalfa fields. 11 He learned to swim in the windmill and 

irrigation tanks that would populate his later paintings, and developed an appreciation for land 

conservation from his father, who would drive him and his brother around in a Model T while 

pointing out evidence of soil erosion.12 Hurd had a difficult relationship with his mother, but he 

did share her love of horses, becoming an expert rider. He also developed a lifelong affinity for 

New Mexico’s Spanish culture through his friendships with the residents of Roswell’s Hispanic 

district, Chihuahita, becoming fluent in Spanish.13 He attended parochial school as a child, and 

became a cadet at NMMI, where he met his lifelong friend, advocate, and occasional 

collaborator, writer Paul Horgan.14 Hurd studied chemistry, literature, and other academic topics 

at the Institute, and was introduced to one of his passions, polo, through the school’s equestrian 

program. Inclined toward rebelliousness, he also established his own distillery on the NMMI 

campus, enlisting Horgan to protect his covert operation.15 Following his father’s aspiration for a 

military career, Hurd began attending West Point, but dropped out two years later in order to 

pursue the arts. He then enrolled at Haverford College in Pennsylvania to obtain a liberal arts 

education but never finished his degree, having decided to become an illustrator.16  

Several of Hurd’s earliest surviving drawings date from his time at West Point, when he 

habitually decorated the envelopes of his letters home.17 Populated with goblins and other 

fanciful characters, these vignettes take their inspiration from contemporary illustrators such as 
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Maxfield Parrish, whom Hurd had once contacted. He also produced illustrations for West 

Point’s student magazine, The Howitzer, and sold his first painting, a night scene of the campus, 

while still a cadet.18 Hurd would later regard his artistic abilities as mediocre prior to his formal 

training, but these early sketches underscore his interest in drawing, a habit he would continue 

through his en plein air studies, as well as informal sketching during conversations and 

interviews.19  

Hurd’s apprenticeship with N.C. Wyeth began while taking a tour of the Charles Beck 

Engraving Company in Philadelphia. He expressed his admiration for the illustrator’s work to 

Charles Beck Jr., who arranged an appointment with the artist. Although Wyeth initially 

encouraged Hurd to take art classes rather than seek out an apprenticeship, the young artist’s 

persistence impressed him, and Wyeth eventually accepted him as a student in 1924.20 Aside 

from an appreciation for Hurd’s determination, Wyeth shared a connection with him through the 

Southwest, as he had traveled to Colorado and Arizona on illustration assignments in 1904 and 

1906.21 Wyeth’s western experiences would establish a sympathetic connection with Hurd, but 

what influenced the aspiring illustrator most significantly with regard to his own philosophy of 

art was his teacher’s emphasis on authenticity through the study of local subjects. This inward 

focus reflected both Wyeth’s own closeness with family and his ongoing reading of Henry David 

Thoreau. 22  

Hurd moved into a farmhouse less than a mile from Wyeth’s studio, and was accepted as 

a member of the family, joining them in social gatherings and vacationing at their Port Clyde 

home in Maine. Hurd would later take classes at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, and 

moved into a Victorian house in Ardmore.23 By the late 1920s, Hurd had developed sufficiently 

as an illustrator to begin accepting Wyeth’s overflow assignments, with his mentor overseeing 
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his work to ensure quality.24 He also painted landscapes highlighting the Pennsylvania region. 

Among the most ambitious of his early works is Legend of Ingham Spring, completed in 1928 

(fig. 1). The scene depicts an artesian spring near New Hope, one that was formerly used by the 

Lenni Lenape Indians and had several legends associated with it.25 Set in autumn, Hurd’s canvas 

is a luminous depiction of the forest, with the red foliage of the central tree glowing in the warm 

sunlight. Other early landscapes feature interests that his southwestern work would refine. 

Pennsylvania Landscape, for instance, showcases his burgeoning focus on light and atmospheric 

effects, with rays of golden light filtering down through cumulus clouds and casting diaphanous 

shadows across the sky (fig. 2).  

Yet Hurd worried that he would be perceived as a Wyeth imitator rather than an original 

artist. He often expressed these concerns to Horgan, writing that his works “show a Wyethian 

trend which, paradoxically, makes them right in every detail but the signatures! This is not the 

way I want to paint and I weary of the present which seems to hold little else.”26 Hurd’s 

exasperation echoes N.C. Wyeth’s own experiences a generation earlier. Initially adulatory of his 

teacher, Howard Pyle, Wyeth had grown frustrated with his lack of independence, writing to his 

mother, “I feel as though I’d like to shake myself like a dog just from the water to rid myself of 

Mr. Pyle and his present influence.” 27 If Hurd felt agitated at the similarity between his work and 

his Wyeth peers, however, he did distinguish himself through his adventurous personality. 

Andrew Wyeth would recall the irresistible nature of Hurd’s persona, writing, “I admired his 

horsemanship, his stories of faraway New Mexico, his dash, his vitality.” 28 Hurd’s liveliness 

would endear him to gallerists and critics in his later career, but at this early date personality 

alone could not satisfy his need for artistic originality. He knew that he would never be another 

N.C. Wyeth. What he wanted was to set himself apart from his teacher, and began considering 
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that returning west was key, a decision inspired in part by a visit to an exhibition in Philadelphia 

of Santa Fe artist Theodore Van Soelen.29 Hurd would reflect on this exhibition’s significance to 

him later in life, writing that “his landscapes of New Mexico produced in me instant delight at 

the way he saw our part of the country—his concern with light, color, texture, and the shifting 

moods of weather.”30 

Hurd also temporarily separated from Henriette in 1928, a situation that contributed to his 

sense of uncertainty. N.C. Wyeth had expressed doubt about their relationship, believing that 

Hurd needed to spend time alone in self-reflection before fully committing to Henriette.31 Hurd 

responded to Wyeth’s concerns by asserting that companionship formed the basis of their 

relationship, writing that “where once in our meetings a great degree of nervous Force passed 

between us there is now the delight that comes in the companionship and mutual sympathy of 

two people who are genuinely devoted to each other.”32 He returned to New Mexico alone, 

however, embarking on a separation that lasted until 1929. Throughout the separation, Hurd 

wrote regularly to Henriette, and kept her letters in order to reread them. He also listened to 

records that she sent him, including Igor Stravinsky’s Firebird Suite, in an effort to recreate her 

presence.33 In January 1929, he described feeling physically and emotionally fused with her, 

stating that “so much has your sweet being has been merged with my nature that only death or 

insanity could now dislodge it.”34 Yet he experienced doubt about Henriette’s feelings toward 

him. One letter from her appears to have especially unsettled him, with Hurd writing that “it is as 

crushing, this letter, in its innuendo that you are ceasing to love me as if you had declared it 

outright.”35 He also felt homesick for his adopted Chadds Ford family despite his desire for 

artistic independence, with gestures such as boxes of cookies from Carolyn Bockius Wyeth 

becoming charged with emotional resonance. 36  
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Hurd did work during the separation. His parents had built a small adobe studio for him, 

and while his illustration income was relatively inconsistent, he did save money. 37 He also 

painted several canvases for his own pleasure, and sketched Hispanic residents such as Lupe 

Castillo, known locally as el Tecolote or “the owl.” A drawing of Bitter Lake in Roswell was 

also purchased by a representative for the Insull Company/Middle West Utilities Company and 

turned into an engraving for a national advertising campaign.38 Horgan, now the librarian at 

NMMI, secured an exhibition for Hurd in the school’s library, where he showed ten recent 

paintings. 39 The separation also exposed Hurd’s insecurities about his abilities to assess his own 

work. While in Roswell, he had completed a landscape of the Brandywine River for the Stone 

family in Wilmington, a commission he had received through his Wyeth connections. After he 

mailed the painting back east, Henriette questioned its quality and suggested that her father 

might need to rework it. 40 The critique shook Hurd’s confidence, and he wrote to Henriette, “I 

was as meticulous as possible in following the sketch and so far as I know, spared no pains in its 

execution. All of these facts contribute to my objectives for it has shaken my faith, not in my 

ultimate ability, but in my capacity for judging my own work! I am doubtful of everything I have 

now.” 41 With the painting’s current location unknown, it is impossible to ascertain its actual 

quality, but the incident undoubtedly left an impression on Hurd. Throughout his career, 

Henriette’s critiques played a fundamental role in his artistic practice.  

By 1929, plans for the marriage had resumed. Hurd briefly returned to Chadds Ford in 

February for a reconciliation, then went back to Roswell for the spring. The wedding took place 

in Chadds Ford on June 29, 1929, after which Hurd and Henriette traveled to New Mexico for 

their honeymoon.42 While Hurd had determined that his success as an artist hinged on his ability 

to establish himself in the Southwest, the actual location for that resettlement remained 
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uncertain. He initially considered Santa Fe so that Henriette could associate with the artistic 

circle there, writing to Horgan, “I don’t want her to feel the distance from cultured people and 

interesting ones.”43 Yet with exceptions such as Van Soelen, Hurd himself disliked the Santa Fe 

art scene.44 By May, he had decided that living outside Santa Fe was preferable, writing to 

Henriette that “we will ever be so much happier leading an existence completely alienated from 

theirs.”45 To set himself apart, Hurd decided that he needed to paint a region within New Mexico 

that had not been represented before, a place he already knew intimately.  

 Among the first expressions of Hurd’s artistic independence were portraits of Hispanic 

sitters he painted in Roswell in 1929. As James K. Ballinger points out in Insight to a Painter, 

these early works are conventional studio portraits in terms of composition, but their directness 

makes them exceptional. 46 In Don Rosario Ortega, an older man looks at the viewer from a 

three-quarter pose while wearing weathered yet presentable clothes, his unaffected posture 

endowing him with a sense of dignity and individuality rarely present in depictions of Hispanics 

by white artists during this time (fig. 3). Hurd’s composition may have been indirectly influenced 

by his perception of Santa Fe and Taos painters, who frequently painted Native Americans and 

Hispanics as archetypes in order to comment on indigenous cultures.47 Hurd’s painting, by 

contrast, represents an individual. His attire may suggest a working-class background, but his 

directness means he cannot be reduced to a symbol. In another example, Hurd paints the 

daughter of his father’s gardener, Praxedes Dominguez (fig. 4). Completed during Hurd’s 

honeymoon, this work was painted while the couple stayed with his parents before moving on to 

a cabin in Ruidoso. 48 Henriette had contemplated painting the girl before Hurd decided to do so, 

describing her in a letter to her sister Ann as having “heavy black hair, parted down the middle 

and braided down her back in a long pigtail.”49 Like Don Rosario Ortega, Praxedes makes eye 
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contact with the viewer, but this time Hurd includes a personal prop in the form of a doll that the 

girl carried around with her, further personalizing her representation.50 The energetic brushwork, 

particularly evident in the wavy strokes in the background, demonstrates Hurd’s brief use of a 

painterly, expressive style, one most present in the Van Goghesque Windmill and Tank (fig. 5).  

While Hurd may have concluded that his artistic voice lay in New Mexico, his 

professional and personal life largely remained in Pennsylvania. After their honeymoon, Hurd 

and Henriette returned to Chadds Ford instead of settling in the Southwest. With a growing 

family to support, first with son Peter born in 1930, followed by daughter Ann Carol in 1935, 

Hurd accepted illustration assignments and other commissions, with projects including The Story 

of Roland, Tom Sawyer, and the pirate anthology Marauders of the Sea (figs. 6 and 7). 51 Despite 

his ongoing desire to pursue his New Mexico work, Hurd did enjoy his illustration projects, 

recognizing the compositional challenges they offered.52 He also continued making paintings 

inspired by his Pennsylvania environs, including portraits, landscapes, and the occasional still 

life. In Uncle John, Hurd presents John McVey, a neighbor and favorite model among the 

Wyeths (fig. 8). Standing outside and looking toward at the viewer, the likeness recalls the 

directness of Don Rosario Ortega, while the frontal pose and outdoor setting is reminiscent of 

American Gothic and other regionalist depictions of rural American life. When not painting, 

Hurd maintained his equestrian skills by participating in foxhunting, and cared for his neighbors’ 

horses to offset his expenses.53 Hurd would not return to New Mexico until 1933, and continued 

living in Pennsylvania part-time for the rest of the decade. He admitted that life in Chadds Ford 

was not unpleasant, writing to Horgan in December 1929, “I’m not apostate to N. Mexico but 

here I enjoy the country for its lush opulence—the feeling of security and safety, a feeling that 

here the struggle for existence is reduced.”54  
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Hurd also began working on mural decorations, including panels for the dining room of 

the Stone family home (fig. 9). The project entailed four scenes of the Brandywine landscape, 

with each panel depicting a different season at a specific time of day: dawn for spring, noon for 

summer, evening for autumn, and night for winter.55 The atmospheric phenomena that would 

become a defining feature of Hurd’s Southwest landscapes are already present in the Stone 

murals, with the most dramatic example being the foreshortened, moonlit clouds in the nocturnal 

winter scene. The Stone commission also represents the first time Hurd used gesso panels in a 

finished work, a surface that would become a hallmark of his mature painting. The discovery of 

gesso panels was nothing short of revolutionary for Hurd, who wrote to Horgan in 1932, “I have 

discovered a wonderful new medium (I mean new for me)—the gesso-coated panel of the 

renaissance painters, El Greco, Da Vinci, Botticelli all used it at times…This last [mural] 

decoration is done on it and I have been able to get a colour quality and flatness hitherto 

unknown to me.”56 Although Hurd completed the Stone commission with oil paint, he also began 

experimenting with the medium traditionally associated with gesso panels, egg tempera, 

participating in a broader revival occurring around the United States during the 1930s. 57 For 

Hurd, translucent egg tempera glazes layered over a white gesso ground captured New Mexico’s 

dry light and atmosphere more effectively than oil on canvas, with the quick-drying pigments 

enabling him to paint with a crispness that evoked the uncanny clarity of arid western 

environments.58 Although portraits like Don Rosario Ortega and Praxedes Dominguez 

demonstrate that Hurd was proficient with oil, he felt more comfortable with egg tempera, 

making it his preferred medium. 

Having discovered a new means to paint the Southwest, Hurd endeavored to find a 

project that would get him back to New Mexico. That opportunity materialized in the form of a 
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mural for NMMI’s recently completed J. Ross Thomas Memorial Lounge, a project he secured 

with Horgan’s advocacy (fig. 10). Originally a portrait commission, Hurd and Horgan 

transformed the modest assignment into an ambitious mural series commemorating New 

Mexico’s multicultural heritage.59 Initially contracted to work for the summer of 1933, Hurd 

secured additional funding through the Public Works of Art Project (PWAP) and continued the 

series until 1936.60 He prepared for the project by visiting Taxco, Mexico, in early 1933 to see 

firsthand the work of contemporary Mexican muralists such as Diego Rivera and José Clemente 

Orozco, whose work served as models for PWAP and later the Federal Art Project (FAP). 61 

Writing to N.C. Wyeth, Hurd admitted finding most of the work too political for his taste, but he 

was impressed with Rivera’s work at the Cortes Palace in Cuernavacal: “I recognize trees, plants, 

utensils, etc. etc. which I have seen in life, but all have been given a timeless quality by the 

subtle way he [Rivera] has adapted them into the cosmography he has created.”62  

Following his trip to Mexico, Hurd traveled to Roswell before returning to Chadds Ford 

in order to study the site directly and begin planning the series in earnest. He completed the 

preparatory cartoons in Pennsylvania, and returned to New Mexico during the summers, painting 

the murals while school was out of session. He used a combination of tempera and oil for the 

works, and hired Ernesto Burciaga of Santa Fe as an assistant. 63 In Roswell, Hurd established a 

routine of painting in the morning, taking a break at noon to eat lunch and rest on the grass, then 

painting again from one-thirty until five. During the evenings he would often drive around town 

to observe the scenery, writing to Henriette that “there seems to be more than ever a wealth of 

marvelous light effects…”64 Henriette critiqued the murals when she visited New Mexico, and 

corrected his drawings when she deemed it necessary, echoing the hands-on evaluations of her 

father. 65  
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The NMMI series eventually consisted of six scenes. The first three panels, located on the 

south side of the room, featured personifications of New Mexico’s three major ethnic 

populations: a Native American family group, a Spanish conquistador, and an Anglo mountain 

man. Adjoining walls featured three additional scenes: a caravan of covered wagons, a scene 

with a mission and the conversion of Native Americans, and the death of Diego de Vargas, one 

of New Mexico’s governors when it was still a Spanish territory.66 This last scene was especially 

crucial to Hurd, who believed that it represented the culmination of his artistic training up to that 

point. He described the scene’s personal significance in a 1935 letter to Henriette, writing that it 

embodied “a marvelous opportunity, you know—really worthy of the greatest of Giotto, 

Cimabue, Uccello. It must be sonorous, deep sounding with—by some magic I can only hope 

for, the feeling of the moment.”67 Surviving studies and photographs of the scene suggest that it 

was executed in a dark palette of grays, yellows, and blues, with storm clouds in the background 

underscoring the scene’s ominous character. 68 In an extension of his earlier portraits, Hurd used 

local Hispanic residents for the scene, a point he emphasized in a letter to N.C. Wyeth. 69  

While the NMMI murals were destroyed by fire in 1939 and never repainted, they left an 

indelible impact on Hurd’s career, proving that he could secure a significant commission on his 

own, as well as complete a substantial assignment using the Southwest subject matter that he had 

come to prefer. Working on the murals had also renewed his conviction to establish a permanent 

base in New Mexico. He expressed this desire to N.C. Wyeth in 1934, writing in a letter that “for 

the first time I’m getting at the heart of this country in landscape painting. This part of New 

Mexico, so different from the Taos section is utterly untouched by painting. One can’t be 

influenced in one’s interpretation. It has become suddenly imperative that I come down here part 
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of each year to paint…”70 Though Hurd at this point was exploring seasonal rather than year-

round possibilities, he recognized the necessity of an independent home base for his work.  

That home and artistic hub would be Sentinel Ranch, a property Hurd purchased in 1934 

with the funding he received from the NMMI project (fig. 11). The ranch is in San Patricio, a 

small village located about fifty miles west of Roswell in hilly terrain. The original property 

included a single-story, L-shaped house built sometime after the Civil War, a barn, and forty 

acres of land.71 Hurd made several alterations and improvements to the property during the 

1930s and 1940s, incorporating adobe walls, tile roofs, vigas, and other materials and structures 

common to New Mexican vernacular architecture. He would eventually have customized studios 

constructed on the property for himself and Henriette, with his own including large doorways to 

allow horses into the space, and an extra bedroom attached to Henriette’s for overnight guests. 

Hurd also had a greenhouse erected for Henriette’s flowers, as well as an underground orangery. 

A pool constructed next to the orangery housed Henriette’s water therapy, which alleviated the 

lingering symptoms of the polio she had contracted during childhood. All of these structures 

were maintained through the Acequia Margarita, an irritation channel that antedated the actual 

house. Created during the Spanish Colonial period, the acequia served an agricultural purpose, 

providing water to orchards and pastures. Hurd also added two polo fields to the ranch, and 

extended the property to include over two thousand acres, allowing ample space to raise cattle. 72 

Harold Hurd managed the property whenever his son was in Chadds Ford, using his own legal 

expertise to secure the ranch’s land rights.73  

Sentinel Ranch played a critical role in Hurd’s career and public image. Its San Patricio 

environs would become one of his most frequent subjects, while his preservation and 

enhancement of its historical architecture underscored his interest in the region’s cultural 
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heritage. The ranch also became the focus of Hurd’s efforts in environmental conservation, as he 

and various neighbors collaborated to revive the acequia and repair soil erosion from decades of 

overgrazing.74 Polo in particular became an important source of recreation, with Hurd painting 

and writing about it when he wasn’t playing against NMMI’s team. Most importantly for Hurd’s 

personal life, Henriette loved the ranch, and would become more amenable to relocating west.75 

More than a home, Sentinel Ranch became the site for a way of life that revolved around the 

geography and cultures of southeast New Mexico, and helped to secure Hurd’s reputation as a 

painter immersed in the Southwest.76 

Hurd continued exploring the possibilities of egg tempera painting. He employed 

traditional techniques as they were understood at the time, using eggs from the chickens on his 

ranch and applying gesso onto his panels himself.77 He also experimented with mark making, 

writing to Horgan that “all sorts of effects are possible—washes, stippled effects, smeared 

colour—thin palette knife impastos and glazes.”78 He also tried different binders for his 

pigments, including a formula by Cennino Cennini that had been popularized earlier in the 

twentieth century through several English translations, writing to N.C. Wyeth in 1935, “I used a 

different tempera formula—the Cennino Cennini one—yolk of egg, distilled water, fig juice and 

pigment. It worked much more to my liking than the other one which was an emulsion of egg 

and oil slower drying with not nearly so agreeable surface or feeling in handling.”79 He also 

combined mediums and used different kinds of varnish. As a result of this mixed-media 

experimentation, many of Hurd’s tempera paintings developed cracking or flaking in the paint 

layer, and during his lifetime he would periodically repair his works, occasionally augmenting 

them with new details. 80  
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The salient feature of Hurd’s mature southwestern painting is its naturalism. Light was 

critically important to his work, and he endeavored to render it accurately in all weather 

conditions.81 He eschewed the modernist qualities his regionalist contemporaries embraced in 

terms of abstracting forms, preferring to model his paintings closely to his sketches and direct 

observations. Layers of brushstrokes create the rolling hills and varied clouds of his San Patricio 

landscapes, while the skies in many of his later panels display the delicate latticework of cross-

hatching. The figures in his portraits and genre scenes usually exhibit a quiet, restrained 

character, though he did occasionally paint rodeos or polo games. Rather than human action, 

Hurd often highlights the dynamism of New Mexico’s mercurial weather, with cumulus puffs, 

wispy cirrus, and steely downpours appearing in his compositions. The passage of time is 

another important feature of Hurd’s work, expressed not only in ephemeral weather effects, but 

also through societal and technological changes, as cars, fashions, and other facets of material 

culture reflect the unfolding of the twentieth century. He recognized the transitory nature of the 

lifestyles he depicted, writing to Henriette, “I have the constant feeling that I am part of a phase 

of life about to pass—that these are ‘the good old days,’ that much of this kind of life is fairly 

bound to stop soon…This feeling is beginning to motivate me in painting.”82 His palette takes 

inspiration from the New Mexico environment, with his landscapes, particularly those of the San 

Patricio area, saturated in hues reflecting the different seasons (fig. 12). His skies are equally 

varied, encompassing brilliant blue afternoons, gray-blue rainclouds, or opalescent dusks of 

purple, yellow, and pink. Egg tempera also allowed Hurd to play the role of teacher to the 

Wyeths, as both N.C. and Andrew would learn the medium through him. By the late 1930s, Hurd 

had also begun preparing pigments from minerals he harvested in San Patricio and shared them 

with the Wyeths, including the yellow ochre that would help define Andrew’s stark palette.83  
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New Mexico landscapes became a critical aspect of Hurd’s personal work, a subject 

exemplified in paintings such as The Dry River, completed in 1938 and featured in the 1943 

Realists and Magic Realists exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in New York (fig. 13).84 

Golden sunlight outlines the contours of the landscape’s rolling hills, with green hues 

complementing the warm yellow light and adding depth to the scene. Purplish-gray clouds rain 

down in rhythmic brushstrokes, while a section of bright blue sky in the upper right corner 

implies the temporary nature of the thunderstorm. Crisp details such as the rocks in the riverbed 

and shrubs in the hills underscore the almost unearthly clarity of the arid Southwest. The man 

riding on horseback along the bottom edge, a representation of Hurd’s neighbor Don Pamino 

Gonzales, adds an anecdotal dimension. 85 Hurd’s portraits from the 1930s onward also reflect 

the significance of Sentinel Ranch’s landscapes to his artistic practice. His sitters now appear 

outdoors, inexorably linked with their natural environment. These works recall earlier paintings 

such as Uncle John, but the landscape—which Hurd usually painted first, adding sitters later—

has become more prominent.86 El Mocho, painted in Hurd’s kitchen in 1936, features one of his 

ranch hands, Carlos Miranda (fig. 14). The sitter’s frontal gaze recalls the directness of earlier 

portraits such as Don Rosario Ortega, while the bust-length pose hearkens back to Uncle John. 

El Mocho would win the Acquisition Prize at the Art Institute of Chicago in 1937, with proceeds 

from the competition paying for indoor plumbing and initiating the construction of Hurd’s 

studio.87 Boy from the Plains, another portrait from the 1930s, features the son of Hurd’s crop 

tenant (fig. 15).88 Shown in profile, the boy’s pose recalls the outdoor portraits of Pisanello, 

Piero della Francesca, and other Quattrocento painters.89 

Hurd expanded his mural painting into true fresco through the Works Progress 

Administration.90 The earliest of these surviving projects is a fresco commissioned in 1936 by 
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Ruth Hanna McCormick Simms for the Culture Center at Los Poblanos, a historic inn and farm 

located in Albuquerque (fig. 16).91 Designed by seminal Santa Fe architect John Gaw Meem, the 

building and its interior decoration employed some of the Southwest’s most prominent artists 

and craftsmen of the period, including printmaker and wood carver Gustave Baumann and 

photographer Laura Gilpin. For his contribution, Hurd depicted the legend of San Ysidro, a 

popular saint in New Mexican Catholicism.92 Henriette accompanied Hurd to Los Poblanos and 

provided assistance as he worked, writing to N.C. Wyeth that “he painted on for 2 hours (until 

the light went bad)—with directions from myself down below and 30 feet back, pointing out 

stains and introducing color shifts and merges—a brassy thing for me to do, but P. insisted…”93 

Hurd also won post office mural commissions through the US Treasury (fig. 17). His first project 

took him to Big Spring, Texas, in 1938, where he painted a pioneer family against a West Texas 

landscape. In a letter to Henriette, he described the novel experience of having visitors watch 

him work, stating that “at first (and at times still) it was trying and I wished for quiet and 

solitude. But their complete enjoyment of what I am doing did much to mitigate this feeling.”94 

Between 1939 and 1940, Hurd completed two scenes for the Terminal Annex in Dallas through 

the Section of Fine Arts of the Public Buildings Administration, showing another pioneer family 

in one panel, and an airmail plane flying over a modern ranch in the second. While Hurd had 

intended to continue the project with a third scene, limited funding curtailed it.95 A third work at 

the post office in Alamogordo, New Mexico, paired an Anglo woman and a Hispanic 

sheepherder to symbolize the state’s multiethnic heritage. Unrealized projects included the post 

office at El Paso, Texas, which was awarded to Tom Lea, and the Roswell federal courthouse, a 

project completed by Emil Bisttram.96 
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Hurd also ventured into lithography, taking impetus from an Encyclopedia Britannica 

article and a book that Carolyn Bockius Wyeth had given him on the prints of George Bellows.97 

He initially began making prints in response to the Depression-era demand for affordable 

artwork, but developed an appreciation for the medium’s affinity with drawing. He worked 

almost exclusively on stones, experimenting only briefly with transfer printing. 98 The earliest 

lithographs employ fairly straightforward drawing, but Hurd explored different forms of mark 

making as he became comfortable with the medium, incorporating tusche washes and other 

effects to create new textures. He also used drawing tools other than lithographic crayons, 

including quill pens and an atomizer for applying tusche.99 Throughout the decade his graphic 

work received critical attention, with Hurd exhibiting at such venues as Macbeth Gallery in New 

York and the Nelson Gallery of Art. The prints were also well received in Roswell, where 

Horgan had been selling them. 100  

Hurd’s prints encompass portraits and genre scenes, with the majority featuring New 

Mexican source material. Hispanic sitters, often Hurd’s neighbors or ranch hands, appear in most 

of his portraits, though he occasionally used models from the Chadds Ford area. Like other 

members of the Wyeth family, Hurd occasionally dressed his sitters in costume, as is the case in 

Torero (fig. 18). The genre scenes highlight rural New Mexican life, with afternoon rodeos, late-

night sermons, and luminous carnivals all making appearances, though a couple of prints do 

feature Pennsylvania subjects (fig. 19).101 Hurd worked on stones in the Northeast and 

Southwest, but printed everything in Pennsylvania in collaboration with lithographer Theodore 

Cuno, transporting the stones he completed out west by truck. 102 Like many of Hurd’s works 

from the 1930s, the lithographs were divided between New Mexico and Pennsylvania, both in 

ideas and physical execution. 
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Hurd also started receiving national attention through Life and other periodicals. An 

article in the July 24, 1939, issue paired images of Hurd’s tempera paintings with photographs of 

the artist partaking in activities around the ranch, from painting to polo practice. Daniel 

Longwell, one of Life’s founding editors, helped to instigate the magazine’s interest in Hurd’s 

work, and would go on to acquire The Dry River for his private collection. 103 During World War 

II he also offered Hurd an appointment with the magazine as war art correspondent.104 What 

Hurd’s public image often downplayed was the extent of his migratory lifestyle. With Henriette 

hesitant to commit to New Mexico completely, Hurd remained suspended between two places. 

He described his conflicted emotions in a 1936 letter to Henriette, writing, “I wish there wasn’t 

this terrible conflict inside me of love for this land and love for You—The only possible comfort 

(and scant that it is) is that perhaps the two feelings may engender something really worthwhile 

in my work.”105  

Tensions finally came to a head in 1939, an eventful but presumably difficult year for 

Hurd. His work had appeared in Life as well as the Magazine of Art and other publications, and 

he had completed several fresco projects.106 He had also written the introduction for N.C. 

Wyeth’s one-man exhibit of egg tempera paintings at Macbeth Gallery, a personal request from 

Wyeth himself that Hurd regarded as a great honor.107 Yet a fire had destroyed the NMMI murals 

in May, and Hurd was unsure whether he would have time to repaint them, writing to his friend 

Eric Knight that “it was a strange feeling hearing the NMMI paintings were demolished by 

fire—I presumably have the job to do again tho just when I’ll get to it is uncertain now...”108 In 

November, Hurd experienced a personal loss when his younger brother William died in a car 

accident, an event that likely encouraged him to reevaluate his personal relationships. Writing to 

his father-in-law, Hurd described the sadness he experienced from the lost potential for greater 
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closeness with his brother: “The fact that he and I were never particularly close altho always 

congenial has, paradoxically contributed to the very poignancy of his going.”109 Hurd had also 

become anxious about the escalating crisis in Europe, a situation that encouraged him to retreat 

from the Northeast and take solace in his New Mexico life. 110  

N.C. Wyeth sensed an approaching resolution to the ongoing migrations. In November, 

he wrote to Hurd that “the time is near, we all feel, that any lengthy separation from one another 

should be eliminated.”111 By the end of the year, Henriette had decided to settle permanently in 

New Mexico, writing to Hurd, “I have come, finally, to a decision that I feel I’ve longed for, to 

move definitely out West. I can not (sic) stay away any more.”112 While it is unknown whether 

Hurd’s personal situation at that time influenced her decision, he was ecstatic to know that New 

Mexico had finally become the permanent home base for his family, writing to N.C., “I am of 

course enormously delighted at Henriette’s decision to live out here. I have never consciously 

brought the least pressure on her to make this change (it possibly would not have worked) but 

now that she has made it I am overjoyed.”113 Writing to Horgan in 1940, Hurd made it clear that 

he had no plans of returning to Pennsylvania beyond the occasional exhibit or family reunion.114 

For him, New Mexico was now his only home.  

At Sentinel Ranch, Hurd and Henriette established studio practices that were independent 

of each other in subject matter and style, yet closely intertwined. Both artists worked in their own 

studios, but viewed and critiqued each other’s pieces and shared local models.115 N.C. Wyeth 

also continued to follow and informally critique Hurd’s work. 116 Illustration remained a 

substantial part of Hurd’s output, with his most significant examples from the 1940s coming 

from his tenure as a war art correspondent for Life, a topic explored later in this catalogue. Hurd 

also received commissions before and after the war through his affiliations with Associated 
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American Artists and various advertising firms. The multitude of projects, along with Hurd’s 

hands-on involvement with the ranch, occasionally resulted in delayed or missed deadlines, 

though clients remained satisfied with his work. 117 Whereas his earlier illustrations emulated the 

historical romances associated with N.C. Wyeth, he now focused on contemporary subjects, or 

American topics when clients requested historical material. Working in egg tempera, he painted 

these assignments in the same naturalistic idiom of his landscapes and portraits. Among these 

later works is a painting completed for Lucky Strike as part of a larger commission inviting 

contemporary artists to showcase the company’s tobacco (fig. 20).118 Based on first hand 

observations made in the Carolinas, Hurd’s contribution highlights a rural way of life not unlike 

his New Mexico ranch scenes.119 A man and woman examine dried tobacco leaves in a cabin, 

with two windows behind them offering views of tilled fields and a smoking kiln. The woman’s 

back is turned to the viewer, while the man, in keeping with Lucky Strike’s requirement that 

tobacco be the focal point, holds up a leaf and stretches it at the corners to test its quality. 120 The 

true focus of the painting, however, is Hurd’s rendering of light as it filters through the 

translucent leaves and reflects off the seated woman’s blond hair.  

Despite the consistent demand for illustrations, Hurd became more selective about his 

assignments, enabled in part by the establishment of a permanent collection of his work at the 

Roswell Museum and Art Center. Opened in 1937, the Museum developed out of a WPA 

initiative to bring art access to rural communities (fig. 21). Horgan had been one of the 

museum’s most active supporters prior to World War II, and reinvigorated his commitment to 

the institution when Donald Winston, a petroleum businessman, art collector, and former 

Roswell resident, offered to donate a set of Hurd’s lithographs to the institution. 121 After the 

initial donation, Winston, along with his brother, Frederick, and his business partner, geologist 
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Samuel Marshall, began offering Hurd’s egg tempera paintings and watercolors, and in 1952 

they started giving paintings by Henriette.122 While both artists had exhibited at the museum 

since its opening, with a dual exhibition of their work on view during its inaugural celebration, 

the permanent collection offered a degree of financial security. 123 More than two thousand 

visitors saw the collection during its first week on view, more than three times the museum’s 

monthly attendance during its first year of operation, suggesting its popularity with the 

community (fig. 22).124  

Hurd’s tempera painting became tighter during the 1940s, a gradual development 

reflecting the accumulation of years of illustrative experience.125 His sitters began to include 

movie stars as he gained artistic prominence, with one of the most refined being Portrait of 

Peggy, a depiction of Irish actress Peggy Cummins of the 1950 film Gun Crazy (fig. 23). 

Delicate, hatched brushstrokes give her face a luminous appearance, while the lack of hard 

outlines around her eyes and mouth emphasize her soft features. The long, thin brushstrokes of 

her blonde hair reflect both yellow sunlight and the green of her jacket, underscoring Hurd’s 

interest in subtle light effects. His landscapes and genre scenes exhibit a similarly nuanced 

exploration of light, particularly evident in the 1945 painting The Oasis (fig. 24). Inspired by 

childhood memories and using Roswell residents as models, the work features two nude boys 

swimming in a windmill tank.126 Like most of Hurd’s paintings, the action is subdued, with the 

windmill in the center grounding the composition. An abundance of reflected light gives the 

scene a glowing quality, while strokes of red, yellow, and turquoise in the windmill blades 

emphasize the painting’s colorful palette.  

Hurd found another means to render New Mexico’s light when he began using watercolor 

more regularly. While he asserted in later memoirs that he did not work with watercolor in 
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earnest until the 1940s, paintings such as Untitled (Landscape Near the Charles River), 

demonstrate that he had periodically experimented with the medium since at least the 1920s (fig. 

25). 127 Hurd had also done pen and ink wash sketches as studies for lithographs and finished 

paintings (fig. 26), and illustrated Horgan’s 1939 book, The Habit of Empire, with ink wash 

drawings. Hurd had also used watercolor as an analogy to gesso panels when describing the 

support to Horgan in 1933, stating that “this new technique…combines all the brilliance of 

watercolour.”128 During the 1940s, however, Hurd made watercolor a more prominent part of his 

practice. Initially seeking a portable alternative to egg tempera for his work as a war art 

correspondent, Hurd began painting landscapes under the tutelage of Andrew Wyeth.129 After the 

war, he continued working with the medium, creating larger paintings such as Primera Nieve 

(fig. 27). He also painted hundreds of studies for egg tempera paintings and other projects en 

plein air.130 Intimate sketches such as Study for the Acequia exude painterly confidence, while 

pen-and-ink contours provide definition and detail (fig. 28). He usually preferred transparent 

washes, and left exposed paper to denote white, though he did occasionally use more gouache-

like effects.131 With their energetic brushwork, Hurd’s watercolors became a more intimate, 

gestural foil to his egg tempera paintings. 

For both Hurd and Henriette, one of the defining tragedies of the 1940s was N.C. 

Wyeth’s sudden death on October 19, 1945. Six months pregnant with their son Michael, 

Henriette was physically unable to travel back east for the funeral, while the expanse separating 

Chadds Ford from San Patricio gave the death a surreal, unsettling character. Hurd described the 

toll of the physical and emotional distance to his brother-in-law, John McCoy, writing, “It was 

inevitably Pa who helped the other fellow to his feet never he who needed help. It is this together 

with the many miles that separate us from Chadds Ford that makes it all so unreal in a terrible 
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and haunting way!”132 Their singular consolation, he argued, was painting, and he urged McCoy 

to seek out the same comfort through work: “The only surcease that Henriette and I have found 

from these besetting thoughts has been to pitch headlong into work. This we have both done and 

it has been a blessing.”133 Just as work had helped him through his separation from Henriette in 

1928, so painting would help Hurd through another personal crisis. His teacher and mentor for 

more than twenty years was gone, but his influence would remain a specter in Hurd’s life, 

appearing in his writings, recollections, and even his dreams. Several decades later, while 

painting King Faisal in Saudi Arabia, Hurd described a dream to Henriette in which “I came 

upon Pa… I had a strong compelling desire to walk nearer to him and tell him how very, very 

much his teaching and philosophy of art and of life—have meant to me throughout the 

years...”134 

While Hurd continued to travel for illustration assignments, his presence on the East 

Coast diminished during the 1940s and 1950s. The 1940s had started off well enough, with a 

one-man show at Macbeth Gallery in 1941 receiving positive reviews. 135 He had also been 

represented at such institutions as the Museum of Modern Art through exhibitions such as 

Realists and Magic Realists, among others. Living in New Mexico full-time made it increasingly 

difficult to travel to New York, however, and gallerists noted a decline in sales due to changing 

tastes as well as Hurd’s own evolving style.136 In 1945, Hurd officially withdrew from Macbeth 

to focus on Associated American Artists, citing poor sales as his primary reason for leaving. 137 

By 1949, Hurd had become frustrated with AAA and sought to reestablish himself with Macbeth, 

though the gallery would close permanently in 1953.138 Hurd expressed his increasing vexation 

with his East Coast representation to McCoy, describing himself as “practically an un-known in 

New York…because of dissatisfaction with my dealers there.”139 While he continued sending 
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works to shows such as the Carnegie International, he focused more on his southwestern 

representation.  

Mural projects, completed with help from Henriette and various assistants, kept Hurd 

occupied in the Southwest. In 1950, Hurd was asked to paint a mural for the Prudential Insurance 

Building in Houston. Originally asked to do a futuristic subject, Hurd worried his imaginings 

would appear dated and suggested an agricultural theme based on the phrase, “As all life grows 

from the tended land so let each man’s future grow from his own prudence.”140 The finished 

mural featured a family preparing for the winter by canning produce, storing hay, and related 

activities, while several vignettes in the background took inspiration from earlier paintings. 141 

Executed on a curved wall measuring forty-seven feet long and fourteen and a half feet high, the 

mural was an impressive undertaking, but Hurd’s most expansive project was his cycle for the 

University at Texas Tech in Lubbock (fig. 29). Commissioned in 1953 for the rotunda of the 

campus’s then-museum, Holden Hall, Hurd completed the project over seven months with help 

from Henriette and assistants. The subject of the series was the founding of Lubbock, with 

several local figures modeling as city fathers, including Texas businessman and philanthropist 

Sid Richardson, and former Texas Tech University President Clifford B. Jones. The completed 

cycle consisted of sixteen different panels covering a total of thirteen hundred feet, and was 

officially commemorated in the fall of 1954.142 With its visual procession of historical archetypes 

standing in front of different buildings, the mural exudes the educational aura of a museum 

diorama, an effect heightened through the descriptive title underneath each scene.  

Hurd’s temperas from the 1950s incorporate various kinds of mark making, from refined 

cross-hatching to thinner, looser washes that reflect the influence of his watercolors.143 In The 

Gate and Beyond, broad strokes define the dirt road leading to the ranch in the background, 
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evoking the texture of wet soil, while shrubs, grasses, and other plants are described through thin 

glazes of scrubby brushwork (fig. 30). One of Hurd’s most colorful southwestern paintings, the 

work pairs pink soil with a clear sky painted in blue, pink, and yellow. It has occasionally been 

regarded as a magic realist work due to its bright palette, though Hurd insisted that it was based 

on observation alone.144 His illustrations from the 1950s onward focus primarily on Western 

subjects such as ranching or rodeo. Country Gentleman was among his more consistent clients, 

with Hurd painting covers celebrating the ranching lifestyle.145 In contrast to the landscapes of 

his personal practice, these works tend to have a more overtly figurative character, with modern-

day cowboys partaking in ranching activities.  

Hurd also explored his other interests. An avid guitarist and singer, he recorded and 

released an album in 1957 called Peter Hurd Sings Ranchera Songs. A collection of folk songs 

Hurd had learned during his childhood in Roswell and on his various trips to Mexico, the 

Spanish-language album showcases the bilingual abilities that had helped make him popular 

among New Mexico’s Hispanic residents. He also continued his conservation work. As early as 

1937 he had met with the Department of Agriculture to survey soil erosion on the San Patricio 

property, and he later served on the regional Soil and Water Conservation District Board.146 Polo 

remained an important, if dangerous, pastime, while in quieter moments he enjoyed reading, 

consuming art history, science, and other books on different subjects. Under President 

Eisenhower, he served on the US Commission of Fine Arts, traveling to Washington, DC for its 

monthly meetings.147 He also enjoyed recreational travel, making regular excursions to Mexico 

and going for long drives.148  

In contrast to Henriette, Hurd painted relatively few portraits of his family. His children 

appear in improvised sketches rather than finished works, as is the case with a remarque of Peter 
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Wyeth in a trial proof of The Night Watchman. His renderings of Henriette are similarly limited 

to sketches, aside from a couple of portraits completed early in their marriage.149 The exception 

is Ann Carol, who appears in several of his paintings. In the 1957 Portrait of Carol, she stands in 

front of an autumnal San Patricio at dusk, wearing a green wrap that accentuates the redness of 

her hair, her lips, and the landscape (fig. 31). Hurd employs a particularly crisp style in this 

work, underscoring the scene’s clarity and stillness.  

While friends and neighbors continue to populate Hurd’s portraits, his sitters by now 

included celebrities such as musician Duke Ellington, painted for Time magazine. His most 

notorious celebrity portrait remains his 1967 painting of President Lyndon B. Johnson (fig. 32). 

Commissioned as the president’s official White House portrait, Johnson’s rejection of the 

painting brought scandal to what should have been a straightforward illustration assignment. 

Initially, Hurd seemed an ideal choice: the president admired his work, and Hurd had already 

collaborated with Henriette on a painting of Johnson for the January 1, 1965, cover of Time. The 

painting process itself, however, proved difficult, as Johnson was available for only two brief 

sittings at Camp David. Hurd used one of his neighbors as a body model, but had to complete the 

face primarily from photographs, a method he vehemently opposed.150 Johnson’s dismissal of the 

painting created national headlines, though the portrait itself is conventional, echoing centuries 

of tradition in terms of rendering public officials. While the president never fully explained why 

he disliked the work, the most popular theory among cartoonists was that he didn’t consider it 

sufficiently flattering.151 Initially hurt by the rejection, Hurd accepted the publicity and took the 

painting on a museum tour, with the work eventually joining the collection of the National 

Portrait Gallery.152  
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The portrait may have brought Hurd unexpected national attention, but by this time he 

was already shaping his regional legacy as a New Mexico painter. In 1968, his friend and 

assistant John Meigs published a book of his lithographs, with Hurd providing commentary on 

each print. The Peter Hurd Sketchbook, a volume containing New Mexico watercolor sketches, 

was published a few years later in 1971. These books enabled Hurd to showcase his work and 

articulate his philosophy of art, describing it in the Sketchbook as, “…an enduring record of 

man’s emotional response to his existence.”153 His personal narrative also became more 

streamlined in interviews and talks, with Hurd stating in the American Art Review, “After 1929, 

when I went back to New Mexico, I pretty much fell away from all the other streams of art in 

America. I came back to my land, where I wanted to work and I did it.”154 As the largest public 

repository of Hurd’s work, the Roswell Museum and Art Center also played a role in shaping his 

legacy, with the majority of its holdings concentrating on his non-illustrative, southwestern 

work. Hurd also revisited some of his older compositions through paintings such as Shower in a 

Dry Year, a 1969 reworking of Dry River. A diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease in 1977 put an end 

to his creative work, but his reputation had already been secured. By the time of his death in 

1984, Hurd had become synonymous with New Mexico, with his obituary in the New York Times 

entitled “Peter Hurd, Painter of Southwest.”155 

N.C. Wyeth’s frustration about his own career, specifically his desire to transcend his 

reputation as an illustrator, may have shaped Hurd’s efforts regarding his own legacy. He 

understood the connection between an artist’s work and public image, and ensured that his 

personal brand remained intrinsically linked with his New Mexico environs. He allowed himself 

to be photographed at Sentinel Ranch by Life as well as local photographers such as Kenyon 

Cobean and Walter Wray Wiggins, the latter a noted photojournalist whose photographs 
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appeared in Sports Illustrated, Argosy, and other publications. In these photographs, Hurd nearly 

always wears his cowboy hat and boots, enhancing his image as an artist of the Southwest (fig. 

33). His involvement with New Mexico’s cultural scene, whether he was playing Billy the Kid in 

historic reenactments, or judging art exhibitions in Santa Fe, also ensured that he remained in the 

public imagination.156 While showing his work back east during the 1930s and 1940s, Hurd 

submitted southwestern pieces to exhibitions at the Whitney and the Museum of Modern Art to 

ensure that viewers associated him first and foremost with New Mexico, a pattern he continued 

in his gallery representation at Macbeth and other spaces. If Hurd protested his lack of distinction 

from N.C. Wyeth in his early letters, by the latter part of his career he could recognize his 

influence while remaining distinct. In 1935, he praised his teacher from the safety of San 

Patricio, asking, “Does it interest you to know that I more and more am proud to be a scion of 

your teaching: to have I hope profited by the real robustness of your tradition [?]”157 Hurd also 

recognized Henriette’s influence, writing in 1966, “Your perceptiveness and critical help to me 

has been of the greatest importance to my progress.”158 N.C. Wyeth, for his part, remained 

confident in Hurd’s potential during his lifetime, writing to Henriette in 1940, “I would like so 

much to get a glimpse of Peter’s recent work. I so often try to project my mind into what he’s 

doing. He must and will ‘go places.’”159  

From the courts of Saudi Arabian kings to the battlefields of England, Hurd did go many 

places. Yet his life and art always returned to the Southwest, a source of wonder and discovery 

aptly surmised in Study of Cumulus, one of hundreds of intimate watercolor sketches he painted 

during his career (fig. 33). Intended for personal study, this strikingly abstract scene exudes 

spontaneity while capturing transient weather conditions. Streaks of yellow earth in the lower left 

complement the cluster of purple clouds in the center, while blue-black mountains describe the 
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horizon line and add a sense of movement. Strokes of blue radiate outward from the painting’s 

concealed yet illuminating sun, a focal point framed by the translucent clouds. As with any 

number of Hurd’s watercolor sketches, Study of Cumulus highlights both painterly confidence 

and an intimate knowledge of southwestern environments, qualities that are inseparable in his 

most successful works. Its unreserved, ebullient quality recalls Hurd’s reaction to a New Mexico 

sunrise in 1933, his first after being away in Chadds Ford for four years: “What a moment—It 

was one of ecstatic happiness as I realized suddenly that it was real and actual.”160  
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Permanent Collection of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Donald 

Winston, 1947.001.0005. 

Figure 19. Peter Hurd, Sermon from Revelations No. 2, 1938, black-and-white lithograph on paper, 

18 ½ in x 13 ½ in. Permanent Collection of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, Gift of Mr. and 

Mrs. Donald Winston, 1947.001.0035.  

Figure 20. Peter Hurd, Grading Tobacco, 1943, egg tempera on board, 37 in x 48 in. Private 

collection.   

Figure 21. The Roswell Museum and Art Center, ca. 1938. Roswell Museum and Art Center 

Library and Archives. 

Figure 22. The Peter Hurd Collection at the Roswell Museum and Art Center, ca. 1950s. Peter 

Hurd and Henriette Wyeth papers, Roswell Museum and Art Center Library and Archives. 

Figure 23. Peter Hurd, Portrait of Peggy, 1948, egg tempera on panel, 24 ¼ in x 29 3/8 in. 

Permanent Collection of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Donald 

Winston, 1949.001.0001.  

Figure 24. Peter Hurd, The Oasis, 1945, egg tempera on panel, 47 in x 47 in. Permanent Collection 

of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Winston, 1947.002.0001. 

Figure 25. Peter Hurd, Untitled (Landscape Near the Charles River, Massachusetts), 1927, 

watercolor on paper, 10 in x 14 in. Permanent Collection of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, 

Gift of Dr. and Mrs. Stephen B. Berstein, 1981.023.0001. 

Figure 26. Peter Hurd, Portrait of a Rodeo Hand, 1933, pen and ink wash on paper, 13 7/8 in x 10 

5/8 in. Permanent Collection of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, Gift of Donald Winston, 

1951.001.0004.  

Figure 27. Peter Hurd, Westbound Freight, ca. 1945, watercolor on paper, 22 ½ in x 28 in. 

Permanent Collection of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Donald 

Winston, 1970.026.0001.  

Figure 28. Peter Hurd, Primera Nieve, 1951, watercolor on paper, 35 in x 40 in. Permanent 

Collection of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Winston and Mr. 

and Mrs. Frederick Winston, 1952.014.0001.  

https://www.dropbox.com/referrer_cleansing_redirect?hmac=z3ryN8MCx8IPIt5uYQfZTid68PDgIc7tA18CzZ3q6bY%3D&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.unvisiteddallas.com%2Farchives%2F2350
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Figure 29. Peter Hurd, Study for the Acequia, n.d., watercolor on paper, 8 in x 10 ½ in. Permanent 

Collection of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Winston, 

1952.001.0009. 

Figure 30. Peter Hurd Mural - The Freighter, Courtesy of the Southwest Collection/Special 

Collections Library, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas. 

Figure 31. Peter Hurd, The Gate and Beyond, 1952, egg tempera on panel, 90 in x 47 in. Permanent 

Collection of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, Gift of the Artist, 1953.007.0001. 

Figure 32. Peter Hurd, Portrait of Carol, 1957-1958, egg tempera on panel, 24 in x 33 ½ in. 

Permanent Collection of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Donald 

Winston, 1960.014.0001.  

Figure 33. Peter Hurd, Lyndon Baines Johnson, 1967, tempera on wood, 47 ½ in x 37 ¼ in. 

National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Gift of the artist.  

Figure 34. Walton Wray Wiggins, Peter Hurd and Henriette Wyeth, 1944, silver print on paper. 

Purchase of the RMAC Foundation Acquisitions Fund, 1992.0007.0001. 

Figure 35. Peter Hurd, Study of Cumulus, n.d., watercolor on paper, 5 in x 7 in. Permanent 

Collection of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Winston, 

1952.001.0010. 
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